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How do we know it 
works?



The five rights are at the 
heart of clinical drug development
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Right 
patient

Right 
drug

Right 
dose

Right 
route

Right 
time

“Personalized [health care] … means knowing what 
works, knowing why it works, knowing whom it works 
for, and applying that knowledge for patients.” 
(Personalized Medicine Coalition)
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development

Full 
development Post-market

I work here
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How do we know it works?

https://techburst.io/ai-in-healthcare-industry-landscape-c433829b320c
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How do we systematically evaluate?

§ A standard process for benchmarking «innovtation»:
– Common task framework
– Reporting guidelines

§ This process aims to:
– evaluate and compare «innovtation» on relevant tasks
– de-risk engagement 
– reduce internal resources for evaluation



Common task framework
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Common 
task

Shared 
data

Standard 
evaluation

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10618600.2017.1384734
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An approximate answer to the 
right question is worth a great 
deal more than a precise 
answer to the wrong question.

- John Tukey

https://projecteuclid.org/download/pdf_1/euclid.aoms/1177704711

https://projecteuclid.org/download/pdf_1/euclid.aoms/1177704711


Reporting guidelines
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Why reporting guidelines such as 
TRIPOD?

§ TRIPOD is an evidence-based, minimum set of recommendations for reporting prediction 
modeling studies in biomedical sciences. 

§ TRIPOD is part of a wider set of guidelines under the https://www.equator-network.org/
including CONSORT for clinical trials

§ TRIPOD includes both prognostic and diagnostic prediction models as well as prediction 
model development, validation, updating or extending studies (i.e. the core of AI/ML). 

§ TRIPOD offers a standard way for reporting the results of prediction modeling studies and 
thus aiding their critical appraisal, interpretation and uptake by potential users.

§ TRIPOD and other related reporting guidelines have been adopted by many top tier scientific 
journals 

https://www.equator-network.org/


Challenge 
issuance

Transfer 
data Q&A call Challenge Report and 

Evaluation Debrief

Putting it all together

§ We have been evaluating the approach as a proof of concept
– Issue issuance document with detailed information on challenge
– Transfer data through secured service on receipt of signed document
– Set up introductory call 
– Participant submits a short report documenting solution
– Evaluation primarily based on the TRIPOD guidelines 
– Debrief call 

https://www.tripod-statement.org/


Progress and learnings so far

§ Learnings
§ Black boxes

§ Next steps





Black boxes?

https://academic.oup.com/jamia/advance-article/doi/10.1093/jamia/ocz130/5542900
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Next steps: scaling up
§ Develop new challenges 
§ We have tested this approach, the next step is to scale up across the wider 

organization (i.e. all development units, countries, etc.) 
§ Proactively engage scientifically community on methodology research where there 

is a need to develop new benchmarks which reflect real world
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